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Abstract 

Murabaha, the most popular Islamic finance contract, has been subject of many studies. In its simplest form it is 
buying and selling with profit and has two forms: Asset based and Asset backed. Upto now, there are many 
studies on asset based Murabaha sale, which consist of buying a product and selling, transferring ownership, to 
loan seeker simultaneously in exchange of debt obligation. With this structure asset based Murabaha has been 
subject of much criticism. This article introduces the concept of asset backed Murabaha sale, by which financier 
holds the title of product until final sale to loan seeker, from a case of sugar structured trade commodity 
financing. In addition to discussion of general risk issues, special focus on commodity price risk management: 
margin calculation and margin call methods proposed so that Islamic finance industry can manage asset backed 
Murabaha contract without recourse to additional security of bank guarantee, mortgages, etc. or disallowed, by 
Islam, derivative based commodity price hedging products. 

Keywords: Islamic finance, margin call, trade finance, structured commodity trade finance, commodity price 
risk management 

1. Murabaha Sale: Asset Based or Asset Backed 

The purpose of this article is to address some aspect of one of the most controversial area of Islamic Finance: 
Murabaha sale. There are many studies which explain Murabaha sale of deferred profit sale. Murabaha has 
been matured with “FAS-2: Murabaha and Murabaha to the Purchase Orderer” standard developed by 
Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions. Nevertheless, as widely practiced, asset 
based Murabaha has been subject of much criticism (Ahmad, 2010; Yousef 2004) (Note 1). Asset based 
Murabaha is a simultaneous purchase and sale by Islamic financial institution which transfer ownership to 
borrower upon completion of process. Since ownership does not stay with Islamic financial institutions, but, 
transferred to borrower in exchange of fixed return repayment obligation, asset based Murabaha has been 
subject of following criticism.  

i. Debt Creation: In case of asset based Murabaha sale, transfer of ownership is simultaneous from 
supplier to financier and from financier to loan seeker. Presentation of invoice and/or shipping 
document would assure the genuine transaction but as highlighted by Yousef (2004) it is argued that 
Islamic finance should be based on profit-risk sharing principles. Hence, debt obligation creation in 
asset based Murabaha, as argued, would yield similar result of conventional finance. 

ii. Mark-up Feature: In case of asset based Murabaha, loan seeker intimate its request with form of offer, 
asking purchase of certain goods from lender, and commit itself for purchasing the same from lender 
with pre-determined mark-up. In exchange lender, with form of acceptance, commits itself to 
transaction. Again some argue that Islamic finance should be based on profit-risk sharing rather than 
fixed return arrangements. Another aspect of mark-up is late payment charges. Islamic financial 
instructions are not allowed to charge any additional mark-up after date of maturity in case of delay in 
repayments by borrower. However, some Islamic banks started to impose such late payment charges 
which would effectively convert Islamic finance to conventional. 

iii. Collateral: like conventional financial institutions, Islamic banks very often ask for collateral in the 
form of mortgage, guarantees, etc. to assure timely repayment of debt created out of Murabaha sale. 
This again is another source of criticism.  
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Once Financier receives the documents for payment, it will ensure that the 15% deposit margin is in Financier’s 
Account before making payment for the invoice. Financier reserves the right to increase the deposit margin to 25% 
if deemed necessary depending on market conditions and expectations on prices. Financier will ensure that the 
85% to be funded which gives it a minimum of 117.6% security margin against current market prices before 
making any disbursement. The documents will then be instructed to be delivered to the Collateral Manager who 
will await delivery of the shipment. The CM will ensure the goods are transported safely from the port to the 
warehouse where the weight of the raw sugar is verified. Once in custody of the CM, the CM will issue a 
Warehouse Receipt in the name of Financier. 

When Sugar Refinery requires the raw sugar for refining, they will request Financier for release of the raw sugar. 
Financier will instruct the CM to take custody of equal quantity of refined sugar before releasing any raw sugar 
for refining. (The conversion rate is 93% of raw sugar, i.e. 1000 tons of raw sugar will give 930 tons of refined 
white sugar). Hence the refined white sugar will under the collateral management until Sugar Refinery requests 
for release of the same. Financier will invoice Sugar Refinery on the volume requested with corresponding 
mark-up and line management fee. A copy of the invoice will be sent to Sugar Refinery and once payment is 
received in Financier’s account, the release instruction will be given by Financier. 

Unlike asset based Murabaha, asset backed Murabaha necessitate certain level of knowledge on commodity 
financed since ownership would be staying with financier to constitute collateral. In its basic form such 
knowledge would include nature of the commodity, global and local regulation such as WTO agreements, quotas, 
etc., production and consumption figures, major importers and exporters and most importantly price indexes. 
Assuming ownership of the commodity during transaction would expose financier with certain risks. Hence, 
necessitates sound risk management practices.   

2. Risk Management 

The success or failure of structured trade finance facilities, asset backed Murabaha structures can be categorized 
within, is related to proper identification of risk and managing these risks (MacNamara, 2008). In above 
mentioned structure there are four risk areas: Country, Company, 3rd Party and Commodity related risks. The 
risk matrix and mitigants for risk management provided in the Annex-1. Gundogdu (2012) provided extensive 
insight on these aspects of asset backed Murabaha and provided mitigants for managing those risks. For the 
issue of commodity price risk, he proposed cash deposit, yet, he did not propose a methodology for calculation 
of cash deposit ratio. Out of these four risk areas, commodity related risk; particularly commodity price risk 
management has pivotal role in successful implementation of asset backed Murabaha. In case of conventional 
financing there have been many studies on the nature of the risk and methods to handle risk associated with 
volatile commodity prices (Claessens & Duncan, 1993). Unlike conventional finance, Islamic financial intuitions 
are not able to recourse to most of the methods proposed due to Shari’ah constrains. Since Islamic financier 
would rely on ownership of the commodity financed as collateral and any decrease in value of collateral may 
give rise to substantial losses. Collateral damage is another important aspect, yet, the issue related to damage of 
collateral including misappropriation, accidents or deterioration in quality of commodity during storage can be 
mitigated with Takaful, Islamic Insurance.  

As mentioned, hedging against commodity price risk with derivative instruments is not a possibility since 
derivative instruments such as forward, futures or options are not Sharia’ah compliant. Hence, developing 
methods and protocols for managing commodity price risk is most needed to propose asset backed Murabaha as 
an alternative Islamic finance product. In practice, financier relies on cash deposit from loan seeker as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The cash deposit percentage usually changes from 15–25% depending on personal judgment 
regarding price volatility of commodity financed. The more volatile the price appears, the higher the cash deposit 
requested. However, there is no scientific methodology for calculating cash deposit margin. The cash deposit 
margin to be asked should change not only by commodity but also tenor of financing since longer tenor might 
expose financier to higher price volatility. Figure 2 compares last 30 years sugar prices. 
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Figure 2. Sugar, free market, coffee sugar and cocoa exchange (CSCE) contract no.11 nearest future position, US 

cents per pound 

Source: NYMEX-CME Group. 

 

By looking at Figure-2, it is possible to discern pattern, yet, percentage of cash deposit to be asked for sugar 
financing under asset backed Murabaha needs further processing of data.  

3. Security Margin Calculation and Margin Call 

If we look at the descriptive statistics for one month price change for last 30 years, as presented in Table-1, on 
average sugar prices increased by 0.6% with standard deviation of 8.7% and minimum observation of -22.3%. 
Deducting standard deviation of 8.7% from average, would give a risk managed security coverage ratio of -8.1% 
though in worst case, sugar prices went down by 22.3% in one month tenor. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for one month sugar price change  

Mean 0.006039

Standard Error 0.004609

Standard Deviation 0.087322

Sample Variance 0.007625

Kurtosis 1.144287

Range 0.6035

Minimum -0.223

Maximum 0.3805

Sum 2.1681

Count 359

Source: Calculated by the author. 

 

Is -8.1% the cash deposit to be asked for one month tenor for asset backed Murabaha? Indeed, 8.1% should be 
named as security coverage ratio. In case of 15% cash deposit as illustrated in Figure 1, security coverage ratio is 
117.64% ((100/85)%). Let’s assume financier holds ownership of 1 pound of sugar worth $1 and paid only $0.85 
to assume such collateral. The cost of sugar for financier is $0.85 per pound; the market price is $1 per pound. 
For any decrease to eat up $0.15 cash deposit, price needs to go down %17.64 from $0.85 to $.70. Accordingly, 
to have 8.1% security coverage as calculated from mean and standard deviation, financier should be asking for 
7.5% cash deposit (8.1%= 7.5%/(100%-7.5%).  

Cash Deposit would be calculated from Security Coverage ratio as indicated in Equation-1:  

Cash Deposit = (100*Security Coverage Ratio)/(100+100*Security Coverage Ratio)        (1) 
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Figure 3. Histogram for one month sugar price change 

 

Cash deposit, hence, security coverage ratio needed for risk management would change based on tenor: the 
longer the tenor, the higher cash deposit needed. Table 2 indicates descriptive statistics, cash deposit and security 
coverage ratio for three months, six months and nine months tenors. Security coverage ratio is calculated by 
subtracting standard deviation from mean. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics, security coverage and cash deposit needed for 3-6-9 months tenor financing 

3 Months Tenor 6 Months Tenor 9Months Tenor 

Mean 0.02318 Mean 0.047556 Mean 0.073397

Standard Error 0.009758 Standard Error 0.014122 Standard Error 0.017636

Standard Deviation 0.18438 Standard Deviation 0.265695 Standard Deviation 0.330408

Sample Variance 0.033996 Sample Variance 0.070594 Sample Variance 0.10917

Kurtosis 2.043237 Kurtosis 0.978302 Kurtosis 2.4579

Range 1.17546 Range 1.370449 Range 2.086337

Minimum -0.33373 Minimum -0.38914 Minimum -0.46684

Maximum 0.841727 Maximum 0.981308 Maximum 1.619497

Sum 8.275393 Sum 16.83491 Sum 25.76241

Count 357 Count 354 Count 351

Security Coverage needed 16.12% Security Coverage needed 21.81% Security Coverage needed 25.70%

Cash Deposit needed 13.88% Cash Deposit needed 17.91% Cash Deposit needed 20.45%

Source: Calculated by the author. 

 

Although standard deviation is proposed as pivot in calculations, since margins are considered for only 
downward trends but not price increase, rank and percentile methodology may give another indication. For 
example, in Figure 3, the histogram, interest is in observations on the left side of 0% since any increase in sugar 
prices will increase security coverage ratio, hence, not subject of risk management surveillance. Figure 4 
indicates rank and percentile for six month tenor. From standard deviation, security coverage margin calculated 
as 21.81%. From rank and percentile, in 5 percent confidence interval, security coverage would be calculated as 
28.66%. Rank and percentile calculation can be labeled as more conservative methodology without prejudicing 
the merit of standard deviation calculation.  
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At the date of disbursement in January 2012, sugar price registered as 24.2 cent and commodity held to maturity 
until July 2012. Ending price registered as 22.76 cent. If the commodity held for six month, value would 
decrease only by 5.25%. Since a cash deposit of 17.91% received from borrower before disbursement in January 
2012, there would be no breach of security coverage ratio. Nevertheless, as per assumed guidelines, borrower 
would need top up in May and June 2012. Note that even though margins are called in May and June 2012, cash 
deposit calculated as 17.91% sufficed for enough security coverage during financing period. Besides, in real life, 
loan seeker would ask for release of sugar regularly for processing throughout six month and very few of sugar if 
not at all would stay in warehouse at the end of six months. This would decrease the value at risk. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Although very much criticized, there are much role to be played by asset based Murabaha as practiced in 
accordance with “FAS-2: Murabaha and Murabaha to the Purchase Orderer” standard developed by Accounting 
and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions. Even in its basic form, Murabaha contracts relate 
financing with genuine economic transactions and have relatively less potential to create liquidity bubble. Asset 
backed Murabaha, as example introduced in this work, can also render substantial service given that Islamic 
financial institutions know how to manage risk associated with holding ownership of commodity financed during 
the tenor of financing.  

On the other hand, similar to asset based, asset backed Murabaha contracts are not immune from criticisms and 
such criticisms should be well received to carry Islamic finance industry to healthier frontier. Major criticism 
might be expected on cash deposit, which are not paid in case of default to loan seeker, in asset backed 
Murabaha. Ahmad (2010), argues that such practice may not be compliant with Islamic Shair’ah which prohibit 
contractual penalty (Note 3). Nevertheless, in case of day to day business one may ask for down payment and 
may or may not returns back the down payment if promisor does not fulfill its promise. Although analogy is not 
the favorite of Islamic Fiqh: a landlord may ask for down payment from a potential purchaser of a real estate so 
he does not miss the opportunity of selling the property to another person if potential purchaser changes his mind. 
If such practice is Shair’ah compliant for individuals, why should it not be for Islamic financial institutions? At 
the end, Islamic Shari’ah is applicable uniformly. 

Above developed security coverage methodology as risk management tool may not hundred percent cover 
possible losses but at least it can stop losses at a certain level by margin calls and market monitoring. At the end, 
Islamic finance philosophy neither proposes risk free return nor excessive and uneducated risk taking. Managing 
price risk as subject of this study is only one aspect of risk management under asset backed Murabaha. There are 
some other aspects concerning to ensuring and sustaining healthy ownership of commodities which requires 
extensive commodity knowledge, working with third parties such as collateral management companies, 
insurance brokers, warehouse operators, etc. This course of Islamic finance practice, asset backed, would 
necessitate extensive due diligences and converge Islamic finance to genuine transaction and improve their 
technical capacity. Hence, Islamic banks can play their role as investment agents for saving account holders and 
facilitator to grease the wheel of economy by providing needed funds for genuine, sensible and solid 
transactions.  
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from Australia (pp. 199–202). Florida, USA: Brown Walker Press. 
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Note 3. See. Pp. 200. Ahmad, A. U. F. (2010). Theory and Practice of Modern Islamic Finance: The Case 
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Appendix A. 

RISK 

AREAS 
RISKS LIKELY CAUSE(S) MITIGANTS/PREVENTIVE ACTION(S) 

Likelihood of 

Occurrence 

(H, M, L) 

Country Political  Outbreak of riots due to 

political disputes 

 Insurance SRCC clause coverage L 

Economic  Global crisis pushes sugar 

consumption down imports.

 The country is net importer and it well 

protected by the quotas imposed by 

the government. 

L 

Legal  NA  NA N/A 

Company Credit  Client is unable to pay for 

release of sugar. 

 Sugar remains in our custody until 

final release is made 

 Customers of loan seeker are 

industrial consumers who have had 

long good payment record with loan 

seeker. 

L 

Performance  Unable to refine raw into 

refined sugar due to 

workers disputes. 

 Machinery malfunction 

 Financier will hold on to the custody 

of raw sugar. No labor or other 

disputes in the company to date.  

 Company does annual overhaul of the 

equipment every year. 

M 

FX Risk  Local currency depreciates 

drastically.  

 Local Currency has been stable for the 

past years. With client making small 

repayments with every release this 

risk is broken down to a period of 

time. 

M 

3rd Party Collateral 

Manager 

 Professional Indemnity 

Insurance inadequate 

 Insurer over extended 

 Failure to perform; fraud or 

negligence of the tasks 

 Collateral Management Company uses 

exclusively world class rated 

underwriters  

 Comprehensive  insurance policy 

undertaken by financier 

L 
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 Policy to include misappropriation 

clause. 

Facility 

Agent 

 N/A  N/A N/A 

Insurance 

Company 

 Insurance company defaults 

on insurance or rejects 

claims 

 Reputable Insurer. Have previously 

honored claims for this client. 

L 

Offtakers  Off-taker fraud 

 Off-taker unable to pay 

 Economic downturn 

 Off-takers are strong industrial users. 

 Sugar is only released with payment 

received, regardless of fixed 

off-takers. 

L 

Commodity Price  Oversupply 

 Economic downturn 

 Poor Quality of commodity 

 Government monitors the licenses 

quota. 

 Financier monitors price of commodity 

with daily movements. 

 A minimum price is set by Government 

to protect farmers. 

L 

Storage  Financial failure of 

Warehouse owner 

 Manpower not qualified 

 Changes is statutory 

limitations 

 Due diligence assessment of warehouse 

owner 

 Collateral Management Company on 

behalf of financier utilizes exclusively 

pre-approved warehouse/storage tanks. 

L 

Transport  During unloading from ship 

to truck and during transport 

to warehouse 

 Storage facilities sub 

standard 

 Manpower requirements 

inadequate 

 Theft or Misappropriation 

 Supervision/monitoring of discharge 

and loading of sugar on trucks to 

warehouse. 

 Documents of title obtained as 

evidence of ownership, quality and 

quantity 

 Stock is weighed and counted at any 

movement in the presence of Collateral 

Management Company. 

 Reputable Storage at warehouse.  

 Storage Agreement defines 

responsibility and  Collateral 

Management Company ensures 

adequate systems are in place 

 Collateral Management Company 

provides proper security in place 

L 

Processing   No maintained/cleaned 

facilities and equipment 

 No designated areas for 

rejected products and waste 

material 

 Company does yearly maintenance of 

its equipment. 

L 

Source: International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation. 
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